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This mistake had become manifest particularly after the Chinese had clarified their attitude toward the Revolution and explained that their assistance was intended only for the struggle in Dhufar and the Sultanate of Oman.

2. The realization of this ECLWR had left PFLOAG to formulate a new policy, consisting of

A. An intensification of the struggle against Sultan Qabus bin Sa'id al-Abd al-Wahab (the defeat of his regime is considered the first necessary step in the overthrow of all reactionary regimes in the Gulf area); and

B. A campaign to instruct the various peoples of the Gulf area outside the Sultanate to await the downfall of the Qabus regime, which would lead inevitably to the overthrow of their own aggressors. Premature action was to be discouraged.

3. Comment: This is the second time that this source has quoted Nasir as saying that the Chinese were advising PFLOAG against untimely moves in the Gulf Emirates.

4. Field Dissem: None.
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